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VIEW FROM
THE VESTIBULE
Well, here we are again, a little later
than I had hoped, but this has allowed
the inclusion of a very interesting
piece of news towards the end of The
Chairman's Ventilator.

The LMS
Carriage Association

I hope you like the improvements in
The Droplight - better paper and a
colour centre section, thanks to one of
our members generously offering laser colour printing facilities.

THE DROPLIGHT
Newsletter of the LMSCA
No.7 Summer 2003

The subject of the colour spread is
the rather sad one of scrapping
coaches, a topic rarely touched on,
but part of railway history nonetheless. A finding of the Beeching Report was that some 6,000 coaches
were being used only eighteen times a
year or less. In a cost conscious climate they had to go, the argument
that while they were not being used
they were not wearing out either did
not hold much sway.
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THE CHAIRMAN'S VENTILATOR
We have now completed the first year of company status for the Association, which
I think can be considered as one of consolidation. Whilst there have not been any
spectacular achievements, much has been done both in restoration and in developments of the shed facilities.
Behind the scenes a great deal of work has gone into the formation of the Association into a charity. A separate article in this edition describes the thinking behind
this move and it is hoped that charity status will be granted very soon.
A change to charity status will give us a number of advantages. Amongst which
will be the ability to apply to the Inland Revenue to reclaim tax from donations we
receive. It will also open up opportunities of obtaining grants from a variety of
sources for restoration and possibly other purposes.
Restoration activities have concentrated on Third Corridor 3031 which is now very
close to the completion of its transformation into an exhibition coach. This will enable us to see the light of day once more and at the same time will release the shed
space for another project.
In the last issue of The Droplight I outlined the possibility of obtaining a grant
from the Heritage Lottery Fund for carriage restoration. In view of the large amount
of work and the long timescale which would be involved, we have decided not to
follow this route, at least in the immediate future. We do not have enough people
with experience of project management to work on the application at the moment,
and it has to be recognised that there is no guarantee that a grant would be forthcoming.
We have however entered into negotiations with the National Railway Museum for
the long-term loan of a LMS carriage, namely Period I Third Open 7828. This carriage is partially restored and the LMSCA would be responsible for its completion.
This is a measure which can be put in place over a short period, and if all goes to
plan 7828 should arrive at the end of the summer.
Incidentally, we approached the NRM about this vehicle several years ago, before
the LMSCA had even been formed, and went to inspect it at York. However, at that
ti me we considered that we didn't have the necessary facilities to carry out such a
restoration and did not pursue the matter further. We are now in a very different
position as regards facilities of course, and will be able to do the job more quickly
and efficiently in the well equipped shed.
When restoration is complete 7828 can take up passenger carrying duties on Peak
Rail, possibly as part of the dining set. This would be the first step in the LMSCA's
long-term aim of running a LMS train.
John Leather
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MORE COMPANY PROGRESS
Hello again. Since we began trading as a company last August John and I have been
busy ensuring that all the necessary statutary insurances and local agreements
necessary for us to continue our work successfully are in place. Membership now
stands at roughly 50 and increasing albeit slowly, our thanks to Alison! A smaller
group of regular working members, about 9 people, is a very enthusiastic bunch and
like nothing better than to get their hands dirty on a Saturday and interrupting their
efforts at lunchtime in our comfortable messing caravan, cud chewing and sipping
tea! The physical side of our work however important, is only one ingredient in our
success, our establishment as a company has given us the springboard from which to
reach for new goals by the possibilties of assistance from other organisations. Our
current wish is that we have more people who are able to spare some of their time to
organise this aspect of our plans because there simply aren't enough of us involved at
the moment to `raise our game' to the level at which we would all like it to be. I
would make a repeat appeal to the effect that if there is anyone, whether they be a
member or friend or associate who is seriously able to help with organising
additional activities then please do contact us. Our future rate of progress will
ultimately depend upon the available human resources.
In law we are now a `Company Limited by Guarantee', in effect `a person' whose
well being is the legal responsibility of a Board of Directors who are in turn
responsible to its members, each member's financial liability is limited to a small
sum (£10). As owner and operator of a building, also soon to own and operate `trade'
as opposed to DIY woodworking machinery (see elsewhere in this issue) this is our
preferred legal status. The physical side of our quest is progressing satisfactorily at
the moment, we need now to turn our attention towards improving the financial side
of the equation to enable this to continue successfully.
By the kind permission of the managing directors of Peak Rail one of our main
sources of finance until now has been the operation of the `Beer Train', and very
successful they have been. The finance raised together with donations from
individuals and sales of donated railway equipment has enabled the LMSCA to grow.
After 5 years of operation however, the inevitable strains on a very small number of
willing members has meant that the beer trains, although still continuing, will no
longer be operated for the LMSCA's benefit. If we don't change to accommodate
this loss, our future rate of progress will be affected. Therefore in this respect it has
been resolved by the Board that the Company shall apply to the Charity
Commissioners to become a `Registered Charity'.
I must emphasise in the foregoing that I am not a lawyer or an accountant but I will
attempt to explain more in lay man's terms what this is all about. A change to
registered charity status is significant in that everything we do in the future must be
for the benefit of the general public. Our current objects concerning LMS carriages
require no change, we are now developing some ideas of how we can acheive
additional public access and benefit but surprisingly we are already doing quite a lot,
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amongst some of these are the general and technical public information we produce
(website, email enquiries and the 'Droplight'), guided access for the general public
around our workshop are things which we are doing already. In terms of
organisational changes the Company's changed status will not affect the liability of
members as the LMSCA will remain a `Company Limited by Guarantee'.
One restriction which charities have to comply with is that they are not permitted
to trade in any significant and permanent way unless that trade is exercised in
carrying out the `primary purpose' of the charity ('primary purpose' is defined by
the objects in the Company's `Memorandum of Association') however, other
financial advantages to the Company could and will be significant. Charities are by
definition exempted from various company taxes and inheritance tax, they are also
exempt from 80%-100% of local business rates. Exemption from tax on income
derived from shares and securities is also exempt. Charities are not exempt from
payment of Value Added Tax. Becoming a charity does enhance in the public a
sense that the organisation is reputable and also enhances our chances of gaining
access to and securing funds from grant making bodies.
In respect of my earlier comments regarding the need to become more efficient at
retaining any financial donations, charities have one other tax advantage, this is their
eligibilty for `Gift Aid'. Simply explained this means that by agreement any
personal income tax paid on donations to a charity can be reclaimed by the charity
from the Inland Revenue. I estimate that during this year alone, subject to all income
tax paying donors agreeing to enter the scheme, would have amounted to nearly
£500. Because of the overwhelming case for registration, the Board has therefore
resolved to apply for `Charitable Registration' for the LMS Carriage Association
(Limited by Guarantee).
I hope that I have not overwhelmed you all with what may be seen as `boring' stuff
but I believe that as members you all have the right to know what the Board is
planning in order to assist our development as long as that information can be
released into the public domain without compromising that development in any
way. If any one has any questions or comments, hopefully constructive! Then please
write or email John or myself. The contact points are in the front of 'Droplight' or
on the website. If you managed to read this far, thank you for your persistence!
More next time.
Derek Mason (Treasurer)

DID YOU KNOW?
When the Severn Valley Railway bought some Porthole Brake Thirds virtually out
of service from BR in 1969 that they cost £220 each? To put this in perspective, a
new Mini 1000cc cost £636 at that time (including Purchase Tax).
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BTK 27001 THE RESTORATION SO FAR
In issue No.5 I outlined the history of this coach, as it is slightly more interesting
than most of the others. After we purchased it in 1994, it had a few years of attention, before it got queue-jumped by the exhibition coach, the shed, and BR Mk1s.
However, we hope to get back to it soon. This, then, is the work completed so far.
Some small areas of body framework had previously been replaced, strangely,
these had rotted again - so much for softwood! Most of these were the sections under the windows and with ten years of open storage with loose, or no glass in the
windows I suppose that's not surprising. The suspect ones were replaced with recovered teak, and a slightly redesigned joint at the end, as it's impossible to do it as
built without taking the rest of the framework to pieces.
These coaches have no conventional 'bottom rail', in the interests of economy, the
body side uprights are fastened to the underframe by welded brackets. This leaves
nothing to screw the metal panels to, so timber sections are fastened underneath the
top of the C shaped solebar by bolts through it. Although a bit dodgy, we hoped to
l eave these, but as the panels were screwed back they started to fall off! There were
large amounts of scale behind them, the bolts were rusting through, and they were
splitting from the steel panel screws used previously.

An awful lot of welding was done on 27001

Harvey Coppock

All were eventually replaced, again with recovered timber mainly from some old
lab doors - Teak again! Regrettably I secured them this time with studs welded to
the solebar, as the bolts also held the floor down, and we didn't want to disturb this
just yet, but I think it took much longer than using the original method would have,
and the floor is still to be tackled.
There were also some structural problems with steelwork. These coaches have
steel corner posts, and steel cantrails, and at each corner, the gutters were being
pushed off the cantrail by scale behind them, with holes in the roof. The gutters
were removed at the ends, new bits of steel angle for the cantrail welded in, and the
gutters replaced. The brackets previously mentioned for anchoring the bottom of the
side uprights were also rotten in places, these have also had new sections fabricated
and welded in.
Around two thirds of the body panels were replaced. Where they joined, butt welds
were made. The trickiest bits here were around the windows, and predictably, these
were the most rotten! Derek's repairs involved replating around the window aperture
to start with. Then getting a good section of 'clampwood' - the stuff that clamps the
glass to the panel. We discovered that this was the same as one type of BR Mk1
window, if you shorten the side a bit. Regrettably I threw away a large amount of
this stuff some years before, as we had no plans to use this sort of window in Mkls.
Anyhow, I have made some since. Having got a set of good clampwood, the holes
were marked out, drilled through the steel panel, then 'counter punched', then a
small machine screw put in the hole, and the head welded over in the counter punch,
and ground smooth. This process was repeated many times! The new glass was then
fitted. The panels were also secured to the wooden framework, by counterpunching
and wood screws. Then we filled and painted it! Derek and Reg also lined and lettered one side, the other remains to do, although one bit of body filler has since
blown, possibly due to the damp that we let get to it.
As previously mentioned the LMS buffers had been substituted by BR ones, somewhat crudely. Derek had some new parts fabricated to repair this damage, then a set
of LMS buffers supplied by Roger Bulmer were fitted. The brake rigging was also
missing. A set has been made up from a variety of sources, the lengths of course
being different for this coach to any of the sources, so a few modifications were
made. Alan then cleaned up and painted these sections. Dave Etheridge made up
some pipework for the guards brake valve, and the handbrake column was refitted.
After replacing the rubber components in the brake cylinders we did a successful
test.
Door locks have also been overhauled, hinge mounts repaired, and a broken door
replaced, guards duckets repaired and replaced, and droplights repaired and new
straps made. Missing bits of the gangways have been fabricated and replaced, and
the bellows refitted. The foot steps have been repaired/replaced where necessary. A
start has been made on rewiring, and repairing the floor, and repairing the panelling
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Looking a bit I, t(, h . but definitely getting ()*& It

in the brake end.
Roof vents were removed, re-bedded, and the roof repainted. Missing window surround mouldings have been made. Dave Winter cleaned up and replaced some of
the missing external fittings such as handles and destination board brackets, and
made a rather fetching set of small destination boards.
One of the things that persuaded us the coach was good was the interior of the passenger saloon, as it had been repanelled as an open area, and Mk1 Pullman seats
fitted. We have since realised that this panelling wasn't up to much, the plywood
having all the quality of tea chests, and the Pullman seats weren't quite the thing, so
all this material is no more. We have some TSO seating which will be modified to
represent Period 3 seats, and similar style panelling will be used. The toilet compartment was still there, and we have almost all of the correct fittings for it now.
The distinctive 'porthole' toilet window, and part of the brass frame were missing.
We had this piece of glass made for the round corridor window opposite, but the
toilet side is patterned, and has a small clear circular lookout so you can see what
station you were at - supposedly! Getting one of these made sounded a bit impractical, so we were delighted when we managed to find one, and the missing brass bits,
in Scotland, on the wreck of an all steel CK - it certainly made that trip seem worthwhile.
Harvey Coppock
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SPARE BOGIES FOR THE LMSCA
As the regulars at Rowsley know I am employed by EWS at the Electric Depot in
Crewe. A while ago I happened to be on a spares hunt for a part for a Class 86 in the
then yard full of scrap 86's when I stumbled across a flat wagon which looked to be
an ex LMS carriage underframe. I inspected the vehicle, which had been converted
for use on the overhead train, and found it had last seen attention at Chester Wagon
shops in 1992. Thinking nothing of it for a while I was informed that the vehicles
were to be got rid of. The frames were not required, just the bogies so the scrap man
who had bought the vehicles cut this up and left us with the bogies. I had checked
the bearings previously and found them to be okay. The services of my uncle were
used to move the bogies from Crewe to Rowsley one Saturday. The bogies now
reside at the end of carriage No 2 siding and currently await cleaning and painting
prior to any further use.
Dave Turnock

Our spare bogies at Rowsley, with grounded van bodies `Hinge & Bracket' behind.

DW

DID YOU KNOW?
That there was a short-lived BBC children's TV show called the Railway Carriage
Game? It starred Gyles Brandreth, Lennie Bennett and Stan Boardman, and the
young contestants had to act out a well-known Dingbats phrase or saying in a
mocked up railway carriage.
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TK2 PROGRESS
or "You've got a job on there...!" That was what one visitor said as I was wrestling with a piece of beading that I was trying to fix to TK2 (P2 Third Corridor
3031). "You should have seen it when we started," I replied. Full of rotting "stuff',
plants growing out of it, one side bowing out as the cant rail was nicely rotting
away, broken windows and a floor that couldn't support the weight of a person it
was so rotten. But now here we are getting very close to completion.
The floor stringer on the compartment side has been repaired by John and Derek
who then moved on to cantrail repairs on the same side. Alison continued wet &
drying and undercoating the corridor side to a state where it is now ready for its first
coat of gloss, this will certainly result in a mirror like finish. She has also turned her
attention to the ends for the same treatment and they are currently a rather nice
shade of. .. pink! Why pink? Well when it gets its next coat of grey paint you can see
where you've missed. It shows up the high spots when rubbing down too.
Dave Winter has been taking the door panels home and refurbishing them. One
door has the refurbished panelling fitted and you can comb your hair in it
now! Meanwhile I've been busying myself with fitting the remaining beading to the
compartment corridor side. Then one day whilst I was screwing away Derek said
that John, Alison and himself had been having a little chat and thought that it might
be a good idea to remove the top tin plating above the windows and bead it all the
way up. I noted that he was standing at least an arms length away whilst he said

Compartment side of 3031 showing the new upper beading. At this stage the cantrail still needed
attention, and the gutter had still to be fitted.
DW
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The interior, awaiting display panels on the right (compartment) side.

DW

this. Hmmm, I thought, it would be a load more work, but hey live a little!
So off it came, to reveal the original panelling that was not in a too good state. So
new boarding was purchased and Derek set to cutting it to shape. John and Alison
then took the boards home for some 'treatment'. John also prepared them to go in the
window spaces which I then fitted. Before long the beading on the compartment
side was complete and it was time to painting, which Dave and myself undertook,
while Alison tackled the lower half and undertook the stopping (fine grain filler). A
chap called Terry, who normally works with the Sunday gang on the railway also
started coming on some Saturdays and has helped with the wet & drying.
Then I came and found Alison had painted the side in grey undercoat ready for the
first coat of maroon undercoat. Meanwhile I turned my attention to the inside and
started preparing it for its exhibition role. Two vertical boards were loosely installed
ready for final fixing and the compartment side display boards cut and located ready
for final fixing. Another chap called Trevor, who is a postman, has undertaken the
staining and varnishing of the internal panelling on the compartment side.
Still left are fixing of the gutter to the compartment side and the completion of the
external painting, fitting of step boards and oiling of the running gear. Internally the
display boarding requires finishing and covering with material ready for the displays
to be arranged. The door panelling and door furniture require refitting and the carpet
laid. Then it might be ready for Easter, which Easter we aren't saying....
Alan Taylor
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DIDN'T WE HAVE A LOVELY TIME
...the day we went to New Brighton. I was very taken with this photograph, it's got
everything - the smiling happy faces of a group of people who obviously know each
other, get along well, and are looking forward to a good day out, lively interaction,
great period feel - notice the ties and hats being worn, plus they are in a PI Third
Open - what a civilised way to travel, if only we could repeat the experience on today's railway. The photo comes from Derek Mason's collection and below he gives
some more details (Ed.)
This photo was taken by Maurice Sims (my uncle) who was chargehand at the
Derby locomotive works paint shop during the sixties and seventies. He was keen on
photography and did all his own black and white processing in the kitchen at home.
Each year a 'shop outing' was organised to various locations around the country. In
1959 the destination was New Brighton. The mode of travel was of course by train
and in this view a specially hired coach had been attached to the rear of a service
train. The coach number is unknown but seems to be a Period I Third Open.
Some of the names of the people in the photo are known but others were not paint
shop staff and came from other parts of the works e.g. the offices and other shops.
Retired workers also came along such as Billy Otterwell who were in their sixties
and had begun their careers with the Midland Railway.
Top row left to right:
Walter Argent, Tony Ryan, unknown, unknown, unknown
Bottom row:
Teddy Legge (storeman), Frank Treave, Billy Twigg, unknown.
Derek Mason

SHED DEVELOPMENTS
We have a reasonably large bandsaw, disk sander and dust extractor on order at present. These will be sited permanently in the shed to try to reduce the amount of time
setting up Alan's portable equipment, though I still see a role for these, and they
have served us well. These items have been chosen to start with as they are reasonably easy to operate safely, and could be the most useful.
It is hoped to follow up with things like a spindle moulder, planer thicknesser, and
morticing machine at some point in the future. It may be that John's circular saw
might be also permanently installed. Dave Pont has finished installing Dave Turnock's compressor, some air tools are already to hand, we now need to install some
pipework in the shed, and a supply to the front.
Harvey Coppock
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A CENTURY OF PROGRESS
To mark the centenary of Derby Carriage and Wagon Works which occurred in
1974, a special booklet was commissioned. The author was Brian Radford C.Eng.,
M.I.Mech.E,a well known authority on matters Midland and LMS, and a Vice President of the Midland Railway Trust. The booklet, entitled A Century of Progress, is
an excellent concise history of the Works and its workforce, and Brian has kindly
given us permission to reproduce excerpts from it. We first look at Chapter 7 which
covers the early years of the LMS after the grouping:
LONDON, MIDLAND AND SCOTTISH
On 1 January 1923 the Midland became part of the new London Midland and Scottish Railway Company, and for the first time vied with the former carriage and
wagon works of the other constituent companies such as Wolverton and Earlestown
on the LNWR and Newton Heath on the Lancashire & Yorkshire system. However,
Derby and Wolverton were to build the majority of LMS coaching stock, the only
other works involved being Newton Heath which built relatively little.
The first carriages for the new company were merely continuations of existing designs, and were wooden framed and panelled vehicles, on steel underframes, of basically Midland exterior design. However, in 1925 massive orders were placed with
private builders throughout the country for all-steel passenger coaches, and this was
the portent of things to come.
In 1927 a new design of corridor coach was introduced in which there were no outside compartment doors, although these vehicles, of which 25 were built at Derby,
were only for first class passengers. They were 57ft long and 9ft 3in wide and
weighed 27tons, were vacuum braked and had a brake compartment.
The following year the works turned out a batch of five semi-open first class carriages with three compartments seating only two per side and an 18 seat saloon for
dining purposes. These were for use on the 'Royal Scot' and other prestige trains.
1928 also saw the introduction of the third class sleeping carriage and Derby built a
total of 85 convertible vehicles. These had let down upper bunks which during the
daytime could he raised out of the way, fitting neatly into a recess above the seat
backs. They were 60ft long and had seats for 56 day passengers, which converted to
28 berths for sleeping purposes. One of these vehicles survives in almost original
condition and is to be preserved.
Derby's share of building sleeping cars was confined to the third class or composite
varieties. A batch of 15 fixed berth cars was built in 1933, one of which No.585,
went to America with the 'Royal Scot' locomotive on its 1933 tour along with one of
the semi-open Firsts mentioned previously. These sleepers, 65ft long and 9ft 3ins
wide, had 28 berths, with separate toilet and lavatory accommodation at each end.
Then in 1936 a batch of thirteen 69ft cars was built, with six-wheeled bogies provided by Wolverton. They had six first class single berths and three and a half third14
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The rear cover of A Century of Progress shows the great strides made at Derby Carriage and Wagon
Works over the years, from MR six-wheel composite No. 901 at the NRM to a BR Mk3 TSO.
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class compartments with 14 berths in all.
In 1930 Derby built its first LMS dining car and produced 24 first class, 44 third
class and 12 composites, together with five buffet cars and 87 kitchen cars in all
between the years 1924 and 1938. The dining cars were superbly fitted out, especially the early first class ones which were 68ft long and had an 18 seat saloon with
a 2 & 1 seat arrangement and a short six seat saloon for non-smokers.
As to non-corridor stock some 2o 57ft composite lavatory and 50 brake third lavatory carriages were constructed together with 5 first, 271 composite, 422 third and
456 brake third non-lavatory general service carriages which were turned out between 1927 and 1949 for use on stopping passenger trains all over the LMS system.
Also for-specific use on the North London services 26 composite and brake vehicles 57ft long, were constructed at Derby, together with underframes and bogies for
a further two which had bodies constructed at Newton Heath. These were unique in
having 1st, 2nd and 3rd class compartments.
In addition to the above 54ft and 51 ft vehicles were built for special use on the
Glasgow suburban and London, Tilbury and Southend lines between 1924 and
1935, some 276 coaches in all plus chassis for three more built at Newton Heath.
The 51 ft vehicles were for use on the Cathcart Circle trains and had five a side seati ng in the First Class!
As a sideline the works completed a train of full scale replicas of Liverpool and
Manchester Railway carriages for the centenary celebrations of the opening of that
line held in 1930, comprising three first class and three third class vehicles. All six
of these survive in railway museums.
Normal passenger stock gradually moved away from the designs of the old companies, and Derby produced a large proportion of the new corridor stock including
1064 third class corridor brakes, 594 third corridors, 355 composite corridors, 33
first corridor brakes and 13 first corridors to LMS designs between 1924 and 1951.
The gangwayed open or vestibule coach was a very common LMS design and
many of this type were built at Derby throughout LMS days. 116 first class, no less
than 1,211 third class, 91 third brakes and 50 composites were completed between
1923 and 1939.
In the 1920's the works turned part of its attentions to the building of road motor
vehicles and part of 'C' shop was used for fitting bodywork to chassis of Karrier,
Morris and Morris Commercial vans and lorries for use by the LMS. In 1928 a
batch of single deck buses, on Leyland "Lion" chassis, was built for L.M.S. use followed by a further batch on "Albion" chassis in 1929.
During Reid's regime at Derby there were many changes for the better. He introduced a new system of unit construction for both carriages and wagons and laid out
a flow line through the various shops commencing with body lifting and ending in
the painting shop. Mass production of wagons by these new methods had begun in
16

Part of the Smithy, `J' shop, in 1930

1927 just before the formation of the LMS, in whose early years the system was
extended to include coaching stock and later the repair of all LMS rolling stock over
the whole system.
By the outbreak of the 1939-1945 war the works, during a single five and half day
working week, were able to produce some 200 open wagons, 20 cattle wagons and
47 covered goods wagons. In the carriage building shop output of completed carriages was running at seven vehicles per week, the time taken for erecting the sides
and ends of a coach being only 25 minutes, excluding the roof.
At this time the works were using over a million cubic feet of timber annually including a high proportion of Empire products and a large quantity of high grade
decorative woods for panelling, etc. However, as a comparison, some ten years earlier, this wood consumption had been running at 21 million cubic feet.
Reid became a Vice-President of the LMS in 1927 and his place as Carriage and
Wagon Superintendent at Derby was taken by Ernest John Hutchings, Lemon, later
to become C.M.E. and eventually also a Vice-President.
In 1929 the Works Offices on the main London Road were enlarged to house all C
& W Headquarters and Works staff at Derby, but subsequently the offices within the
works itself were enlarged to accommodate, all the works staff in one building. The
old offices were utilised, from August 1931, for both Carriage & Wagon and Locomotive design purposes and also housed the Chief Photographers' Department.
Also in 1929 a Monometer Plant was installed in K2 shop for white-metalling stan17

dard wagon bearings. Formerly these had been lined by hand and hand fitted to the
axle bearing journals.
At this time the iron foundry was in full production casting axleboxes, brake
blocks, buffer parts and the large variety of other items used in carriage building.
Together with work for the LMS Signal Dept. its output was in excess of 200 tons
per week.
In 1930 it was decided to concentrate the whole of drop stamping work for the
Carriage and Wagon Department at the Derby works. This involved additional
stamps being installed and the transfer of stamps from other factories on the system.
In the forge a new 3 inch "Covmac" forging machine was installed along with 3 ton
and 2 ton stamps.
Two steam hammers were installed alongside to perform roughing out operations
prior to stamping parts, and six gas fired furnaces completed the layout for heavy
stampings. The other side of the shop housed the hydraulic presses. The stamping
shop was also involved in the installation of a lot of new machinery, and the output
of new stampings from the two shops was raised to 35-40 tons per week.
At the same time the nut and bolt shop was reorganised and was capable of produc1
ing some 26 tons of bolts and 3 /4 tons of nuts per week. A die shop was erected in
1930 too, dealing with dies and blocks for the drop stamps and hydraulic press tools,
and included in its machinery a Keller Die-sinking machine to produce the complicated die blocks without hard labour. It is of interest at this point in our story to
briefly describe the process of carriage repair in the works at the time.
Commencing in the lifting bay bodies complete with underframes were lifted off

A complete 32 seat bus built in the works on a 'Leyland Lion' chassis for LMS country services in 1928. The
destination board reads 'Rochdale via Blackstone Edge'.
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The very elegant interior of a twelve-wheel Period II Restaurant First to D1718 built at Derby
Works in 1930, looking towards the kitchen area. The tables appear to have removable covers that
are curling slightly at the edges.
Railway Gazette

the bogies and placed on mobile trucks moving continuously at a given speed. They
progressed down the shop for an eight hour period during which time all buffing and
drawgear, brakegear, steam heating apparatus, wiring and electric light fittings were
repaired and the underframes repainted, having been repaired as necessary.
At the same time the bogies were passing down a progressive layout, alongside the
body. After cleaning in soda solution for 20 minutes, they were then hosed down
and lifted on to mobile trollies. All necessary examination and repairs were dealt
with in sequence, worn parts being replaced after removal of the wheelsets which
had their tyres turned and were then rebalanced.
The bogie frames were repainted, the axle bearings refitted and the wheelsets replaced. By this time the body repairs had been completed ready for the carriage to
be refitted to its bogies, after which the vehicle was ready for the body work to be
repaired where necessary and repainted.
Interiors were also repolished and retrimmed as necessary and a special shop,
staffed by 73 women, was responsible for the machining of trimmings and cushions
and for French polishing panels using Shellac polish in place of the cellulose lacquer
formerly used. The carriage finishing shop dealt with the construction of carriage
i nteriors before erection in the vehicles.
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New vehicle construction was carried out in the carriage building shop. Unit subassemblies were made up using mechanical and air operated cramps, full use being
made of screw driving machines. The units were afterwards erected in position on
the underframe, each operation being timed so that moves could be made at regular
periods. Four and a half carriages were at this period being turned out in a five day
week.
In the wagon building shop covered goods vans etc were also being built by unit
construction using jigs for assembly and the output was 15 vehicles per week, the
vehicles being completed and painted in this one shop.
Between 1923 and 1944 over 62,000 12 ton mineral and open wagons were built at
Derby up to the introduction of the 16 ton all steel mineral wagon, produced from
1945 onwards in very large quantities, initially for Government use, and still in use
today. Also completed during LMS days were some 9,500 covered vans of a variety of types, more than 3,400 goods brake vans and 2,300 cattle vans.
By 1932 the total works area was 128 acres with 36 acres under cover in the form
of shops and offices, and a total of 3,400 persons, including 140 female shop staff,
were employed.
Brian Radford

TOO HOT TO HANDLE
A few years ago we happened by Doncaster Carr Depot. I think we were looking for
a Departmental Coach (LMS believe it or not), and stopped somewhere adjacent to
the scrapyard nearby that houses an ex-LNER tender for some reason. We were
peering over a newly constructed fence into the depot, but not having much luck in
seeing this coach, when we began to realise that the remains of a recent bonfire that
happened to be just outside this fence was, in fact, the remains of an LMS coach
body.
Surreal though it sounds, the theory went that this was another departmental coach
that had recently had the body burnt off it. We had a good poke about in the bonfire
anyway, and recovered a few fittings, and also some sizeable sections of bodywork though some extremities were a bit charred, we figured they might make repair sections.
They were soon identified as an LMS Period 1 TK. We also, fortuitously, happened
to be in possession of a very large Transit van full of gangways, as I remember, that
we had liberated from Boothes in Sheffield. The bits of bodywork were soon stashed
i n the van! Well this may sound like stealing; I prefer to think of it as cleaning up
the environment. Anyway, these bits have resided in store, like the gangways, awaiting possible use on the restoration of Period 1 TK No 1295, until Lee Sharpe called
recently. Lee is currently restoring Period 1 TK No 1451, (possibly to emerge as a
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BTK), and needed a small window bottom and top. We therefore did a bit of dismantling on one of the sections of bodywork to liberate these bits, although it has to be
said, such is the degree of damage due to the fire, some of them were a bit dubious!
We found the number 1293 liberally stamped on various bits of wood, as soon as it
started to come to bits, which isn't, of course, too removed from our 1295! These
remains are therefore identified from the 1993 'Departmental Coaching Stock' book
as DM395393, a Doncaster Hexthorpe ECD OHLM Workshop coach.
Which all adds up in the end really, it's just a shame we couldn't have got there before the fire!
Harvey Coppock

AN INTERESTING PHOTO

I was looking through British Railways Steam in the 1950s, by Eric Sawford (Alan Sutton Publishing,
1992) and saw this interesting photo, taken at Llandudno in August 1952. Of course it's the coach
that caught my eye, for several reasons - 6785 was one of the first Stanier designs, a shallow ventilator BCK to D1850 and is in carmine and cream livery, but just look at the corrosion showing
through the paintwork, possibly only three years after repainting. Also the number is at the left
hand end and lacks the `M' suffix. Vehicles receiving this livery later reverted to the right hand
position. The loco 40324 was originally a S&DJR 2P taken into LMS stock in 1930 and eking out its
final months on pilot duties before withdrawal in December 1952. Reproduced by kind permission
of Eric Sawford.
Ed.
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OUR CONTINUING APPEAL
Alison's secondhand railway book corner, now has a larger collection of donated
secondhand railway books and other railway related items for sale thanks to the appeal which went out in the last edition of 'Droplight'. Arthur Whitaker who is an
LMSCA member, decided to rationalise his railway book collection and Arthur's
generous donation of three large cardboard boxes full of railway volumes nearly
doubled our stock. The more popular volumes such as those related to carriages and
l ocal steam railways sold very quickly, but there are still many more to chose from
including railway disasters, LMS steam, BR diesels, volume one of David Jenkinson's `British Railway Carriages of the Twentieth Century', railway history and
many more. Dave Winter donated some withdrawn but still serviceable hardback
ex-library volumes and Harvey Coppock's uncle found some more unwanted pages,
thank you to them both.
Another way of acquiring rarer volumes such as Jenkinson's 'LMS Coaches' was
successfully achieved by our chairman John Leather who is an avid 'Web-surfer'.
John saw this volume advertised on the 'Ebay' website and placed a successful but
low bid, we then sold this on at a profit which was then donated to LMSCA funds.
So far we have raised well over £100 by these sales so it is well worth our while
continuing.
I think that we all purchase books which we only ever look at or read once afterwards they sit sadly, gathering dust, fading away on a shelf somewhere. Alternatively you may have two copies of one of your favourite reference volumes which
you may wish to dispose of. Any donations will be generously acknowledged.
Please bring or send your donated items to Alison at the Membership Secretary's
address in Matlock or bring them down to 'Alison's Corner' in the LMSCA shed
any Tuesday, Saturday or Sunday.
We're getting quite good at pricing all these now too! Thank you, in anticipation
for your continued support.
Derek Mason.

DID YOU KNOW?
When the press trip of the new Coronation Scot infamously entered Crewe at over
50 mph on 29`h June 1937 and sent the party and crockery flying, Sir Ernest Lemon
LMS Vice-President who was in charge of the gathering remarked, "Of course gentlemen, you will realise that we shan't need to do this sort of thing on every trip of
the `Coronation Scot', we were coming in a little faster than we shall have to do in
the ordinary course." Apart from the broken crockery, the only other damage was a
couple of fractured chairs - on the track that is.
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NOTES AND NEWS
The fourth annual Carriage Restorers' Convention will be held at the Midland Railway Centre on 27th and 28th September this year. Featured displays and demonstrations so far are a talk about the MRC's vintage train, a video and photo display on
` body raiding', vacuum cylinder overhaul, a reconstruction of the interior of a 1882
American Pullman, roofing technique, sales wants and swops, plus well known restorer Stephen Middleton will be talking about his `economical' approach to carriage
overhaul. You can understand why this event has become a `must' for the fraternity.
Allegedly a barbecue will be provided by the boys and girls of the LMSCA on the
Saturday! Cost is £12 for each person attending and this includes buffet lunch and
the BBQ. Apply to Stephen Middleton, Rose Lea 23 Brunswick Drive, Harrogate,
North Yorkshire, HG1 2QW. (cheques payable to Stephen Middleton)
The May 2003 edition of British Railways Illustrated contained a special supplement
to celebrate the launch of a new book The Coronation Scot by Edward Talbot, and
features photographs of the stock used as well as the locos. Readers will be well
aware that the existing LMS P3 stock was considered to be of sufficient quality to
be modified for Coronation Scot use with pressure ventilation and new furnishings,
whereas the LNER built new stock for their high speed trains. The book has been
published by Mr Talbot and retails at £20, ISBN 0954278712.

OUT OF ORDER!
In the old days, Tom and Dick staggered out of a pub in Cromford much the worse
for wear and headed off along the A6. Somehow they managed to get onto Sheep
Pasture incline on the C&HP:
Tom said, "this is the longest flight of stairs I've ever been on."
Dick responded, "It's not the stairs that bother me, it's the low banister!"

What's the difference between a railway guard and a teacher?
A guard minds the train, and a teacher trains the mind...

British Rail Research were looking for a way to test the safety of windscreens on
high speed trains. They heard about a special gun NASA was using to test bird-strike
on fighter jets and the Space Shuttle, by firing dead chickens at the screens. They
arranged to borrow the gun. At the first test session they were horrified when the
chicken smashed the windscreen to smithereens, went straight through the driver's
seat and embedded itself in the bulkhead. Thoroughly alarmed by this they contacted
NASA. Back came the terse response - "thaw the chicken first."
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